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Abstract - - Cache prefetching with the assistance of an
optimizing compiler is an e�ective means of reducing the
penalty of long memory access time beyond the primary
cache. However, cache prefetching can cause cache pollu-
tion and its bene�t can be unpredictable. A new architec-
tural support for preloading, the preload bu�er, is proposed
in this paper. Unlike previously proposed methods of non-
binding cache loads, the preload is a binding access to the
memory system. The preload bu�er is simple in design and
predictable in performance. With simple interleaving, ac-
cesses to the preload bu�er are independent of the access
pattern and processor issue rate, and are therefore free of
bank conicts. With trace driven simulation, it is shown
that the performance from preloading hides memory latency
better than no prefetching and cache prefetching. In addi-
tion, both the bus tra�c rate and the miss rate are reduced.

1 Introduction

Cost versus performance tradeo�s have resulted in system
designs with fast processors, and diverse speeds of memory
sub-systems. The disparity between the speeds of the mem-
ory sub-systems creates longer communication delays which
if not carefully managed, can eliminate most of the bene-
�ts gained from a fast processor. Recently, several hardware
and software solutions to minimize the e�ect of this commu-
nication delay, or memory latency, have been proposed. This
paper focuses on methods of compiler-assisted data prefetch-
ing to reduce this latency.

Previous work has shown compiler-assisted prefetching to
be an e�ective means of reducing the penalty of long mem-
ory access time beyond the primary cache [1] [2] [3] [4] [5].
Loop restructuring [6] [7] can be used to improve local mem-
ory performance by grouping references to the same mem-
ory location together to improve the utilization of the �rst
level cache. Data prefetching and loop restructuring can
be combined e�ectively to improve the overall system per-
formance. However, there are problems associated with
compiler-assisted prefetching. It is the goal of this paper to
introduce these problems and to provide a new architecture
to resolve them. The concept of preloading is introduced
to complement cache prefetching. Unlike cache prefetch-
ing, preloads are binding accesses to the memory system.
Preloading and its architectural support are described in de-
tail later.

1.1 Cache Prefetch

The main objective of data prefetching is to decrease the
overall execution time of a given application. Advanced
hardware based prefetching methods have been proposed to
let the hardware detect access patterns and decide when to
perform a cache load [8] [9]. Conventional means of compiler-
assisted data prefetching require the compiler to generate a
non-binding memory load to the cache block. This special
prefetch instruction informs the memory sub-system that a
piece of data may be used in the near future. According to
this hint, the data is fetched into the cache if not already
present. For prefetching to be e�ective, at least the �rst
level cache must be non-blocking, allowing prefetch accesses
to overlap with other memory accesses and computations.
Also, non-trapping hardware is needed to remove constraints
which hinder moving prefetch instructions above condition-
als.
Cache prefetching is typically performed for scienti�c ap-

plications, where the performance of caches is often inade-
quate. Many scienti�c applications sweep through several ar-
rays that are larger than the current cache sizes. In this case,
expecting a particular element to survive replacement within
the �rst level cache for repeated use is unlikely. Therefore,
the compiler attempts to bring the data to be used in the
near future into the cache through prefetching. The idea
is to have the data available in the cache when the actual
memory access occurs. This, however, increases the require-
ments of the data cache. Now, the cache is expected to
hold not only the current working set, but also the future
working set simultaneously. The working set size that the
cache is required to hold depends on the prefetch strategy
and the memory latency. If the working set requirement is
larger than what the cache size can handle, additional cache
pollution will occur, thus degrading the cache performance
further. In addition, as cache pollution increases, o�-chip
memory tra�c also increases. The cache behavior, however,
cannot be easily determined at compile time, and thus the
bene�t of cache prefetching is unpredictable.

1.2 Prefetch into the Prefetch Bu�er

The problem of cache pollution due to prefetching into the
cache can be solved by prefetching the data into a sepa-
rate prefetch bu�er, which is organized as a fully associative
FIFO queue [3]. The prefetch bu�er can be thought of as
a second cache. The data cache holds the current working
set, and the prefetch bu�er holds the possible future work-
ing set. The processor therefore operates on two separate



caches. When the data in the prefetch bu�er is referenced,
its cache line is transferred from the bu�er into the data
cache.

The existence of a prefetch bu�er creates two problems:
the associativity of the prefetch bu�er and the coherence
between the data cache and the prefetch bu�er. Imple-
mented as a FIFO queue, the prefetch bu�er size is pro-
portional to the memory latency of the system. Its size can
become unreasonably large for full set associativity as the
memory latency increases. Reducing the associativity, on
the other hand, increases the probability of pollution within
the prefetch bu�er and causes additional unnecessary mem-
ory tra�c.

Coherence between the data cache and the prefetch bu�er
further complicates the memory system design. Extra com-
munication channels must exist between the cache and the
prefetch bu�er in order for the cache to inform the prefetch
bu�er of any dirty data and to transfer data from the bu�er
to the cache. This extra channel complicates cache controller
design.

1.3 Prefetch into Registers

The concept of increasing the distance between a load in-
struction and the use of the load destination register is called
register preloading. Register preloading has shown to be tol-
erant of the memory latency, however, at a large increase in
register usage [10]. This increase in number of registers re-
quires non-conventional register �le design or an increase
in the size of the instruction. Also, additional problems are
raised with memory dependences and conditionals within the
loop body since the value preloaded into the register must
be binding.

1.4 Prefetch for Superscalar Processors

To sustain its performance, a superscalar processor must be
able to issue multiple memory loads per cycle [11]. This
increase in the number of memory accesses further compli-
cates the problem of prefetching either into the cache or into
a prefetch bu�er. In a superscalar processor, a prefetch in-
struction must bypass more instructions to compensate for
a given number of cycles. Since more than one memory
load can be executed per cycle, increasing the number of
instructions bypassed leads to more memory loads executed
between a given prefetch instruction and its associated mem-
ory load instruction. Under these conditions, further cache
pollution may result. This also holds true for a lower as-
sociativity prefetch bu�er, because the probability of a re-
placement within the prefetch bu�er increases proportion-
ally. Although a fully associative FIFO prefetch bu�er can
alleviate the problem, the number of entries and the size of
the fully associative comparator can increase dramatically
as the number of simultaneously executable memory loads
increases.

1.5 Prefetching Architecture Requirements

A new architecture for prefetching has to solve the following
problems:

1. Prefetching the future working set must not replace the
present working set from the cache.

2. To maintain coherence, the architectural support for
prefetching must be disjoint from the data cache to avoid
increasing the bandwidth and complexity of the data
cache.

3. Associativity must be disallowed to avoid comparison
overhead and reduce cycle time.

4. Prefetched data must not be replaced or discarded unless
it is deemed unnecessary.

5. The architecture must be expandable as the number of
simultaneously executable memory loads increases per
processor cycle.

This paper presents a simple architectural design based on
the above criteria. This scheme is shown to be e�ective in re-
ducing the miss ratio, the memory latency, and the memory
tra�c for a set of scienti�c benchmarks. The next section
further explains the cache prefetching problem with simula-
tion results. In Section 3 the new prefetch architecture and
compiler support are described in detail. Section 5 presents
the simulation result of the new prefetch architecture. Con-
cluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2 Cache Prefetch

This section focuses on the inherent problems associated
with cache prefetching. An in�nite sized prefetch bu�er is
used in the simulation as a basis for the lower bound on the
miss ratio. Cache prefetching will be compared against our
proposed preloading scheme using more realistic parameters
in Section 4.

All of the results reported are obtained using execution
driven simulation based on actual compiled code. Within the
context of this paper, an issue-4 processor model has been
chosen to represent the base architecture. No restriction is
placed on function unit usage. As with the issue rate, the
instruction latency also a�ects where the prefetch instruc-
tion is inserted for a given memory latency. The instruc-
tion latencies shown in Table 1 are used for our simulation.
The cache miss latency is 30 processor cycles. The simula-
tion results reported in this section are based on single-level
direct-mapped write-through caches with block size 32 bytes.
These caches are non-blocking with no limit on outstanding
requests.

Table 1: Instruction latency.
INT function latency FP function latency

ALU 1 ALU 3
barrel shifter 1 conversion 3
multiply 3 multiply 3

divide 10 divide 10
load 2 load 2
store 1 store 1



Table 2: Miss ratio of benchmarks.
Miss Ratio

Benchmark 16K Cache 256K Cache

doduc 6.65% 0.15%

fpppp 3.15% 0.02%
matrix300 23.13% 13.66%
nasa7 31.82% 15.36%

tomcatv 25.59% 22.05%

Benchmarks with a signi�cant level of cache misses should
be used to evaluate prefetch schemes, since cache prefetch is
only needed when the miss ratio is high. The miss ratios for
�ve benchmarks are shown in Table 2. Two of the bench-
marks, doduc and fpppp, exhibit relatively low miss ratios.
By increasing the cache size, the misses have almost com-
pletely disappeared. Therefore, these benchmarks will not
be discussed further. High miss ratios, however, are observed
for matrix300, nasa7, and tomcatv, even with a 256K byte
cache. Since increasing the cache size does not su�ciently
reduce the miss ratios, cache prefetching is considered as an
alternative solution to improve the memory access behavior.
Further examination of the seven independent kernels from
nasa7, �nds that �ve of them, �t2d, cholsky, btrix, gmtry,
and vpenta have high miss ratios. These �ve nasa7 kernels
are studied separately along with matrix300 and tomcatv.
Figure 1 compares the miss ratios with and without

prefetch support for three cache sizes. The results of the
fully associative prefetch bu�er are shown by the black bar.
The data, however, are not transferred into the cache from
the prefetch bu�er upon use. The black bar, closely repre-
sents the ideal prefetch case and serves as a good basis for
improvement over the other two results. 1 The black bar has
non-zero results due to the start up cost of prefetching and
the fact that non-inner-loop accesses are not prefetched. For
each benchmark, the miss ratio is normalized based on the
result for the 4K cache with no prefetching.
The e�ectiveness of cache prefetching is mixed with re-

spect to the miss ratio. Prefetching into the cache substan-
tially reduces the miss ratio for all the cache sizes shown for
matrix300, cholsky, and btrix. Most of the prefetched data
for these three benchmarks are used before replacement.
In the case of the other four benchmarks, prefetching into
the cache has either little improvement or actually degrades
the cache performance. With a separate prefetch bu�er to
eliminate conicts between current and future working sets,
prefetching can potentially reduce the miss ratio signi�cantly
as shown by the black bar for all benchmarks. This graph
has clearly shown the problem of block replacement and pol-
lution to be quite signi�cant when cache prefetching is per-
formed. The pollution e�ect causes the behavior of cache
prefetching to be unpredictable. This is an undesirable ef-
fect since the performance degradation can be large.
Miss ratio alone does not give a complete picture of the

1Although the miss ratio is low, the penalty for bus tra�c is
overly high since every prefetch is required to go o�-chip. The bus
tra�c associated with an ideal prefetch bu�er is therefore omitted
from the paper.
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Figure 2: Comparison of normalized bus tra�c.

e�ects of cache prefetching. Bus tra�c must also be evalu-
ated with respect to system performance. Figure 2 plots the
normalized bus tra�c for the no prefetch and prefetch cases.
It is not surprising that the benchmarks with increased miss
ratio due to prefetching exhibitted a dramatic increase in
bus tra�c. We are also interested in the benchmarks with
a decrease in miss ratio, speci�cally matrix300, cholsky, and
btrix. In all cases, the bus tra�c ratio is higher than without
prefetching. This increase in bus tra�c occurs when data el-
ements in the current working set are replaced by prefetched
data elements and later reloaded from memory. Depending
on the amount of additional bus tra�c, the overall bene�t
of prefetching can decrease proportionally.
To summarize, prefetching into the cache increases cache

pollution which in turn creates additional bus tra�c. The
overall performance gain can be positive or negative which
leads to unpredictable memory system behavior. The new
prefetch architecture support must deal with these issues.
The e�ectiveness of the new architecture will be compared
with cache prefetching in Section 5 using a more detailed
system simulation.

3 The Preload Bu�er

The preload bu�er is designed to solve the problems dis-
cussed previously. It has the following characteristics:

� All preload data are stored within the preload bu�er.
The data in the preload bu�er are not transferred to
the cache upon use.

� The preload bu�er is a separate module from the data
cache. No communication between the data cache and
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Figure 3: Hardware support for the preload bu�er.

the preload bu�er is necessary.

� The preload bu�er is employed to complement cache
prefetch.

� No comparison of address tag is necessary to retrieve a
preload bu�er entry. All entries are directly accessible
using an index.

� All preload data are mapped to some preload entry, and
all data within the preload bu�er will not be replaced
by another preload unless they are used or become un-
necessary.

� The bus tra�c for each loop iteration is predictable.

� The preload bu�er is expandable with increasing in-
struction issue rate. Multiple accesses to the preload
bu�er are always possible without bank conicts.

3.1 Hardware Organization

The hardware support for preload bu�er is shown in Fig-
ure 3. It consists of a bank of data registers, a bank of
memory address registers, and several data and address en-
try counters. The data registers are used to hold preload
data, and the memory address registers are used to hold the
e�ective preload addresses for data accesses. Each counter
serves as a pointer to some entry within the preload bu�er.
The incoming counters are used to place an item within the
preload bu�er. The outgoing counters are used to obtain an
item from the preload bu�er. The (V) bit marks all the valid
entries. The (C) bit indicates the possibility of a stale data
within the preload bu�er. The number of entries within the
preload bu�er is an architectural parameter that must be
made known to the compiler in order to prevent erroneous
program execution.
Several new instructions are introduced into the instruc-

tion set to utilize the hardware. They are init, preload, loadb,
prestore, storeb, and skip. Except for the init instruction, in-
put operands are speci�ed for the other instructions. They
have the following formats.

preload o�set(base-address)

loadb dest, o�set(base-address)

prestore o�set(base-address)
storeb o�set(base-address)

skip value

The loadb instruction excercises the preload bu�er instead
of the cache. Otherwise, the loadb instruction has the same
semantics as a regular memory load instruction. The e�ec-
tive address is calculated by adding the o�set to the base
address. The operand for skip, Value, is an integer specify-
ing the increment for the outgoing data counter. We proceed
to the discussion of the preload bu�er operation for a loop
without conditionals and without memory hazards using the
init, preload, and loadb instructions. Later in this section,
memory hazards and conditionals are dealt with the prestore,
storeb and skip instructions.

3.2 Basic Concept

The preload bu�er views the memory loads within a single
loop iteration with sequential ordering. Each load operation
should appear to the preload bu�er in its instruction fetch
order. It is therefore possible to map each memory load into
some sequential entry within the preload bu�er. Preloads to
the preload bu�er can be viewed as 'pushes onto the queue'
and loads from the preload bu�er as 'pops from the queue'.
Before executing any preload insturctions, the init instruc-

tion is executed. This resets the counters. All entries of
preload data and preload addresses are also invalidated. The
preload bu�er is now ready for operation.
The preload instruction places the calculated e�ective ad-

dress within the entry pointed to by the incoming address
counter. The same address register is set to valid. For super-
scalar processors which can execute multiple preloads simul-
taneously, the e�ective addresses are inserted sequentially
into the address registers in their instruction fetch order.
The incoming address counter is then incremented by the
appropriate o�set equal to the number of addresses inserted.
The address counter wraps around as it is incremented past
the last preload address entry. Note that the preload bu�er
is a circular queue, and all addresses and data are placed ac-
cordingly. The preload instruction does not a�ect any other
counters.
The preload bu�er arbitrates for the system bus with the

write bu�er and data cache through a unique time stamp.
All memory writes and reads should appear in order to en-
sure correctness. The current preload to arbitrate for the
system bus is a valid address entry pointed to by the out-
going address counter. When the preload bu�er obtains the
system bus, the transmitted packet contains the preload ad-
dress and the preload data entry location. The preload data
entry location is used to latch the returning data into the
correct preload bu�er entry. Although this method allows
out-of-order return of preload data, it incurs additional bus
tra�c from the sending and receiving of the preload data
entry location. An alternative solution is to provide an in-
coming data counter and only permit the memory system
to return in-order preload data. We assume the existence
of an incoming data counter for our simulation results. The
requested preload address entry is set to invalid when the
request is sent.
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Figure 5: An example operation of the preload bu�er.

The preload data entry is set to valid when the requested
data is received. Due to the lag time in processing of the
preloads, the incoming address counter will always lead the
outgoing address counter with the incoming data counter
trailing. All subsequent memory loads to the preload bu�er
obtain their data from the entry pointed to by the outgoing
data counter. If the preload data entry is invalid and the
associated memory register is valid, the memory request has
not returned and the access must wait for the request to
return. When the data is read, the entry is marked invalid
as a side e�ect.

Due to memory coherence or context switching, data in the
preload bu�er may be incorrect or even unavailable. This is
indicated by the coherence bit (C) of the preload bu�er.
If the coherence bit of the preload data entry is set, the
load request is routed to the data cache. The memory load
instruction provides the e�ective address as usual. Details
of the coherence bit are explained in Sections 3.3 and 3.6.
The outgoing data counter increments and wraps around in
a manner similar to all other counters of the preload bu�er.
Since preload instructions are inserted for all loop itera-

tions, the last few iterations of the loop may contain useless
preloads. Upon exiting the loop, the init instruction is exe-
cuted again. The main purpose at this time is to invalidate
all the preload address registers. This prevents the preload

without prestore with prestore
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pld(60) pld(60)
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ldb(60) ldb(60)

ldb(20) ldb(20)
pld(20) pld(20)

Figure 6: Example coherence problem and solution.

bu�er from sending residual preload requests resulting from
the epilogue of the preloaded loop.

Due to system speci�cations and lag time, di�erent spac-
ings between each counter are anticipated. To clarify the
relationship between the four pointers, an ordering between
the address and data counters is shown in Figure 4. The op-
eration of the preload bu�er is shown with a simple example
given in Figure 5. The states of the preload bu�er are shown
from a to h for the code segment given.

3.3 Memory Dependences

Memory dependences pose a di�cult problem for the preload
bu�er. For simplicity and speed, the preload bu�er does
not maintain coherence with the data cache. All values
preloaded are binding and may not necessarily reect the
current memory state. If a memory location is preloaded
and later changed by a store, the value obtained by a later
load is incorrect. This problem is illustrated by the left col-
umn of Figure 6. The store addresses of 20 and 60 matches
the loadb addresses. Therefore, the previous preloads for
these addresses obtain the stale value since an intermediate
store has modi�ed the same address.

To ensure correct program execution, we cannot preload
a load if the preload needs to bypass a dependent store. For
loops with de�nite short dependence distance 2 between par-
ticular memory references, we can choose to prefetch these
loads into the cache. However, for some applications (e.g.
sparse matrix computations), nested array indexes pose dif-
�culties in obtaining exact dependence relations, and we do
not want to discard the preload bu�er support. For this sit-
uation, the prestore instruction and a prestore log (shown in
Figure 7) are added to the architecture. These additions al-
low the preload to be converted into a cache load (prefetch)
if the preload address may conict with a later store address.

During compilation, prestores are generated along with
preloads in sequential order. The prestore instruction con-
tains only information for the store address and not the store
data. The prestore instruction is a hint to the preload bu�er
that there might be a later store (storeb) that can a�ect the

2We de�ne short dependence distance as a number of proces-
sor cycles that is less than the memory latency, which prevents
e�ective insertion of latency hiding preloads.
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Figure 8: Example execution using the prestore log.

correctness of the data preloaded. Prestore does not make
a memory request; it only a�ects the contents of the pre-
store log. Three types of addresses enter the prestore log:
prestore, storeb, and preload. All addresses entering the
prestore log are hashed to access an entry. The prestore in-
struction adds one to the prestore log entry while the storeb
instruction subtracts one. Therefore, each entry contains the
number of stores that may write to the same address as a
later preload which hash into the same entry. The preload
instruction checks the prestore log entry before it sends the
memory request to the system bus. If the log entry content is
greater than zero, a later store may a�ect the preload mem-
ory contents. Therefore, the preload request is modi�ed to
a cache load, and the corresponding C ag is set. When the
load request for the preload data sees the entry is unavail-
able due to coherence problem, the load request is routed to
the data cache.

Figures 6 and 8 are used to clarify the concept. Addresses
60 and 20 hash into the same prestore log entry. When
prest(60) and prest(20) obtain the bus, no memory request
is made. The address 60 and 20, however, are hashed into
the prestore log and the content of the entry is appropriately
increased. When later preloads execute, the same addresses
hash into the same entry. The prestore log note that the con-
tent is greater than zero, and the coherence status is set to
one. The preload request is then aborted, and a cache load
request is sent instead. Note that eventhough the second
preload from address 60 can obtain the correct memory con-
tent, the preload is aborted due to mapping conicts. The
prestore log can be made less conservative by increasing the
number of log entries to decrease the chance of mapping
conicts. Later preloads and loadbs operate normally.

Like the preload bu�er, the number of bits in each prestore
log entry is an architecture parameter that must be made
known to the compiler. This is to prevent overow of the
prestore log entries.
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Figure 9: Example ow graph with conditionals.

3.4 Dealing with Conditionals

All load instructions and their preload data entry location
are sequential as long as the same sequence of memory loads
is executed for all loop iterations. This may not be true, how-
ever, for memory loads within conditional statements. Three
solutions are provided: no prefetching, cache prefetching, or
perform preloading with the help of the skip instruction.
This section will concentrate on the third method.

Consider the ow graph in Figure 9a. The numbers be-
side the ow arcs are the execution frequency of that par-
ticular path of control. The execution frequency is obtained
through program pro�ling. As shown in the �gure, there is
more than one path through the loop, and this may cause a
non-constant number of loads to be executed for each loop
iteration. The preload bu�er, however, assumes that this
number is constant so that it can be stepped through se-
quentially. Using the pro�le information, however, an im-
portant path of execution can be identi�ed. In this case,
they are the blocks 1, 2, and 5, which is called the main
path. All other paths from the exits of the main path are the
side paths. By preforming tail duplication, a single path of
control is extracted, and the resulting control ow is shown
in Figure 9b. Loop unrolling is performed to increase the
scheduling scope. Preloading is then performed on the re-
sulting program structure.

Code scheduling and preloading are �rst performed for the
main path. This involves insertion of preloads and transfor-
mation of the appropriate loads into loadbs. The next step
is to �x the side path. The simplest algorithm is to dupli-
cate any preloads after individual exits of the main path into
individual side paths and leave all memory accesses in the
side paths as cache loads. In terms of Figure 9, all preloads
in blocks 2 and 5 are duplicated into blocks 4 and 5', and all
preloads in block 5 are duplicated into blocks 3 and 5". The
program will execute correctly at this point.

Optimizations can be performed to utilize the available
data in the preload bu�er for the side paths. Since the or-
dering of the loadbs within the main path is now �xed, read-
ing of the preload bu�er from the side path can be emulated
using the skip instruction. Skip allows the preload bu�er
to jump over preloads which are not read in the side paths.
Before loading from the preload bu�er, the skip instruction
increments the outgoing data counter to the correct entry
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Figure 10: Example of preloading for conditionals.

value. Figure 10 shows an example before and after preload-
ing for conditionals.

3.5 Multiple Preload Bu�er Accesses

Superscalar processors can potentially make multiple load
requests per cycle. Interleaving the cache banks is one way
to reduce the access conicts. If more than one reference is
competing for the same memory bank, it is typical to allow
only one to proceed while stalling the others. This bank
mapping conict, however, does not occur for the preload
bu�er. The preload bu�er returns requests from sequential
entries. By allowing a number of interleaved banks to be
equal to the maximum number of allowable loadbs per cy-
cle, the preload bu�er can anticipate the loadb requests and
store them in the preload bu�er output latches. The loadb
request performs only a latch to register transfer which can
be accomplished in minimal cycle time. Exceptions occur
only if the valid bit is not set or the coherence bit is set. In
this case, the requester either waits for the data to return or
sends a new memory request to the data cache.

3.6 Context Switch

When a processor switches context during the execution of
a preloaded loop, the preload bu�er states must be saved
to ensure correctness when the process resumes execution.
One option is to save the entire preload bu�er state. This
may not be feasible when the number of entries within the
preload bu�er is large. The proposed solution is just to save
the outgoing data counter and the incoming address counter
(Figure 4). All preload requests before the context switch
should be prevented from returning to the preload bu�er.
When returning to the context, the counter values are read
back, and the C bits of all the entries from the outgoing
data counter up to the outoging address counter are set.
The incoming data counter and the outgoing address counter
values are initialized to the incoming address counter. The
coherence bit of the preload bu�er ensures correct data is
fetched for later loadb accesses.

4 Algorithm

for (all loads in loop)
mark load as preload

trace selection and tail duplication
if (main path is not a self loop) exit
loop unrolling
for (marked loads in main path)

mark all address producers
if (address calc variant in loop)

mark load as prefetch
stride info = not ok

if (address producer a load)
mark load for second pass

if (backward dependence exist)
if (de�nite dependence)

mark load for prefetch
if (maybe dependence)

mark store for prestore
mark store as address producer

code schedule main path
n = number of prefetch iterations
do (1 to n for main path)

if (stride info ok)
insert prefetch or preload in preheader

else insert address producers in preheader
insert prefetch or preload in preheader
rename registers

for (main path)
if (stride info ok)

insert prefetch or preload in loop
else insert address producers in loop

insert prefetch or preload in loop
rename registers

for (all side paths)
code schedule path
set = address producers before preload in main path
set = set - address producers executed before exit
insert producers of set in path
insert preloads
unmark loads that are speculative in main path
for (marked loads in path)

compare with preloads in main path
if (load is in sequential preload ordering)

change load as preload
else insert skip

unmark intermediate out of sequence loads
perform second pass

Figure 11: Prefetch/preload algorithm for loops.

In order to study the problem with cache prefetching, we
have implemented a prefetch/preload algorithm in the IM-
PACT compiler which supports both scalar and superscalar
compilation [11]. The prefetch instruction is inserted at the
assembly level a number of cycles ahead of the corresponding
load instruction within an inner loop to cover the memory
latency. A simple cache pro�ler is used to determine the miss
rate of a particular memory access for a given cache size. A
1K cache is used for all the cache pro�ling done in this paper.
By using the miss rate information, unnecessary prefetches
to data that tend to be in the cache can be eliminated. Ref-
erences with non-zero miss rate will be prefetched for this
paper, and these loads are marked by the compiler. While
generating the cache misses using the pro�ler, the stride of
each memory reference is recorded. If the stride of an access



is equal to the access size, a prefetch instead of a preload
is generated to utilize the sequentiality of the cache better.
The stride information is also used for later optimizations.
First, the loop is scheduled to determine the number of

cycles required to execute under ideal memory conditions.
Dividing a given memory latency by this cycle time, the
compiler uses the ceiling of the result to decide the number
of loop iterations to prefetch ahead. Next, the producers of
the load address o�sets are marked within the loop. If the
size of the structure being accessed is statically declared and
the o�set producing instructions have loop invariant incre-
ments, the stride information from the cache pro�ler can be
used. By using the stride information, many of the address
calculations for prefetching can be eliminated. Abstract in-
terpretation by the compiler to determine the value of an
invariant access stride can be used. However, we chose to
use pro�le information to reduce the compiler complexity.
If the pro�led access stride can be used, a prefetch/preload
instruction is inserted for each array reference. For exam-
ple, the prefetch instruction for 'load destination,(base addr
+ int o�set)' can be generated as 'prefetch (base addr +

int o�set + stride * prefetch iteration)'. The base addr is
the address calculated based on each loop iteration. If the
pro�led access stride cannot be used, the marked address cal-
culation instructions are duplicated into the loop preheader
and also into the loop body. These instructions are copied
n times into the loop preheader based on the prefetch itera-
tion number. Also, prefetches (or preloads) are inserted into
the loop preheader and loop body. For preloads, the corre-
sponding loads are changed into loadbs. Register renaming
is performed for the duplicated instructions.
Care must be taken when marking the loads for preload-

ing. If the address calculation is dependent on the direction
of a conditional within the loop, then preloading may not
be correct. In this case, prefetch is generated instead of a
preload. Also, if a load address is dependent upon another
load instruction, the address producing load must also be
prefetched(preloaded). Therefore, the prefetch algorithm is
a two step process; the �rst pass is used to catch the simple
loads, and the second pass is used to catch the address pro-
ducing loads. The address producing loads are not marked
in the �rst pass.
Care also must be taken when memory dependences exist

within and between the loop bodies. If an intermediate store
exists between a preload and the corresponding loadb, the
store instruction is also marked as an address producing in-
struction. When code duplication occurs, the store instruc-
tion is transformed into a prestore, and the corresponding
store instruction is changed into a storeb instruction.

A pseudo code algorithm is presented in Figure 11 to com-
bine all the concepts.

5 Experimental Evaluation

Experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of
preloading. The performance of cache prefetching and no
cache prefetching were also measured for comparison. First,
the miss ratio and bus tra�c are shown when employing
preloading. Then detailed simulations are done for two cache
sizes. Finally, the cache block size is decreased to measure

Table 3: Maximum number of preload bu�er entries used.
Benchmark Bu�er Entries

matrix300 32
�t2d 16

cholsky 32
btrix 24
gmtry 44

vpenta 32
tomcatv 34

the performance variation.

5.1 Simulation Architecture

The base architecture is an in-order superscalar proces-
sor capable of fetching four instructions per cycle. Non-
trapping hardware is assumed to suppress exceptions caused
by preload and prefetch instructions. The functional units
are pipelined and any combination of instructions can be dis-
patched per cycle. The instruction latencies are presented
in Table 1. The primary cache size varies according to the
simulation. In all cases, the primary cache is assumed to be
non-blocking with an in�nite sized miss queue. The second
level cache is �xed at 1M byte and is assumed to be blocking.
Both caches are direct mapped and employ write through.
An eight entry write bu�er is provided. The penalty for a
�rst level cache miss is 10 cycles to access the second level
cache. If the second level cache misses, an additional 20
cycle penalty is incurred to access main memory. The mem-
ory latency for prefetching is therefore a total of 30 cycles.
The address bus is fully pipelined and can take one memory
request every cycle. The data bus bandwidth, however, is
limited to transfer a double word every cycle. Therefore, the
data transfer for a 32 byte cache block will occupy the data
bus for four cycles.

5.2 Miss Ratio and Bus Tra�c

During compilation to support preloading, the maximum
number of preload bu�er entries used per benchmark was
recorded. Table 3 lists the benchmarks and their preload re-
quirements. Gmtry requires the greatest number of entries.
A maximum of 64 bu�er entries were used for all later sim-
ulation results. To allow for comparison, simulations using
preloading assume that data cache size is half the size of
simulations with no preloading. 3 Thus, a simulation sup-
porting prefetch with an 8K cache is compared against a
simulation supporting preloading with a 4K cache.
First, the performance of the preload bu�er was charac-

terized by its miss rate reduction. Tests were run using 32
byte blocks for no preload, 4K, 8K, and 16K byte caches. In
all experiments, a preload data element that has not been
validated before its associated load occurs is counted as a
miss. Normalized miss ratio for preloading is shown in Ta-
ble 4. When no preloading is performed, an increase in the

3A 64 enty preload bu�er requires 64 * (3 * 4 bytes) = 768
bytes plus the valid and coherence bits.



Table 4: Comparison of normalized miss ratio.
No Prefetch With Preload

Bench 4KB 8KB 16KB 2KB 4KB 8KB

mat300 1.00 0.80 0.57 0.03 0.02 0.02
�t2d 1.00 0.93 0.86 0.06 0.05 0.05
cholsky 1.00 0.94 0.75 0.04 0.04 0.03

btrix 1.00 0.64 0.33 0.18 0.12 0.09
gmtry 1.00 0.97 0.75 0.02 0.00 0.00
vpenta 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.05 0.05 0.05

tomcatv 1.00 0.37 0.25 0.08 0.02 0.02
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No prefetch

Preload Buffer

Figure 12: Comparison of normalized bus tra�c.

cache size does not signi�cantly reduce the number of misses
for several of the benchmarks. By performing preloading, a
signi�cant percentage of misses are eliminated for all bench-
marks.

Next, the bus tra�c was evaluated. The normalized bus
tra�c ratio comparing no preload versus preload is shown in
Figure 12. Surprisingly, preloading reduces the bus tra�c for
all but two cases. Since the miss ratio is always reduced, a
decrease in bus tra�c guarantees an improvement in system
performance. Detailed processor simulation is required to
show the extent that preload improves the overall system
performance. Also, in the case of btrix and tomcatv, we
need to �nd out how the increase in bus tra�c a�ects the
performance of preloading.

5.3 Detailed Simulation

Detailed system simulation was performed to account for the
resource constraints of the memory system. The compari-
son of cache prefetch was included as an alternative solution
to preloading. The execution cycle for each simulation, is
divided into two parts: the instruction execution time and
memory overhead. The instruction execution time is the
time required to execute the benchmark if all references can
be satis�ed by the primary cache. The memory overhead is
the time that the processor is waiting for the data to return
from the second level cache or the main memory. The dis-
crepancy between the instruction execution time is due to
prefetch and preload overhead.

The 8K and 16K cache results are shown in Figure 13
and 14 respectively. It is not surprising that memory over-
head accounts for a large portion of the execution time in
an issue 4 superscalar processor. Also, due to the increase
in bus tra�c, cache prefetching improves the performance of
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Figure 13: Comparison of normalized execution time for 8K
cache.
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Figure 14: Comparison of normalized execution time for 16K
cache.

these benchmarks only in the case of matrix300 and cholsky.
Preloading always performs better. However, it is interest-
ing to note where preloading increases the bus tra�c (btrix),
the bene�t of preloading drops signi�cantly. It is imperative
to eliminate misses while reducing the bus tra�c in order to
guarantee an improvement in system performance.

5.4 E�ects of Cache Block Size

Up to this point all the cache simulation assumed 32 byte
blocks. In this section, the cache block size is restricted to a
double word to eliminate the e�ects of sequential prefetch.
The small block size prevents any unused data from being
placed in the cache. Thus, any decrease in cache perfor-
mance is due to mapping conicts between references. A
small block size is bene�cial in reducing cache polution for
long stride accesses. However, a small block size creates ex-
tra bus tra�c which degrades system performance for short
stride accesses.

In Figure 15, the results for an 8K cache are shown. All re-
sults are normalized against the result of no prefech using an
8K cache with a 32 byte block. A noticeable performance
shift can be seen for no prefetch and cache prefetch. Ma-

trix300 performance signi�cantly dropped due to the bene�t
of long cache block fetches. The elimination of unnecessary
cache block fetches greatly improved the performance of the
other benchmarks. The bene�ts of cache prefetch, however,
are still unpredictable. The unpredictability of the cache
prefetch performance is mainly due to conicts between the
present working set and the future working set. Also the
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Figure 15: Comparison of normalized execution time for 8K
cache with 8 byte blocks.

mapping conicts of these references also contribute greatly
into the utilization of the cache. The e�ective cache size
may be smaller than its physical size dependending on how
the structures are mapped onto the cache. These conicts
may remove useful data from the cache, thus increase the
bus tra�c to reobtain these data from o�-cache storages.

It is interesting to note that the extra bus tra�c �nally
caught up with btrix, and cache prefetch now performs
slightly better than the preload bu�er. In comparison to
Figure 13, the main observation is the performance of the
preload bu�er stays relatively constant. This predictabil-
ity can contribute greatly in determining when to perform
preloading.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposes an architectural support, the preload
bu�er, to cooperate with the compiler in tolerating long
memory access latencies. Unlike previously proposed meth-
ods of non-binding cache loads, a preload is a binding ac-
cess to the memory system. The prefetch bu�er requires
associative searches and coherence mechanism which is high
in cost and access time. Also, we have shown that cache
prefetching can produce unpredictable performance results
due to cache interference between data arrays. The preload
bu�er attempts to eliminate some of the problems caused by
compiler-assisted cache prefetching either into the cache or
into a prefetch bu�er.

The main feature of the preload bu�er is expandability and
simplicity. The bene�ts of the preload bu�er are also pre-
dictable. The problem of pollution and dimensional conicts
due to cache prefetch are eliminated. The preload bu�er as-
sumes no searching or comparisons. Access to the preload
data can be made faster than access to the data cache. With
simple interleaving, accesses to the preload bu�er are inde-
pendent of the access pattern and processor issue rate, and
are therefore memory bank conict free.

With advanced compiler technology using IMPACT, the
preload bu�er is shown to be e�ective at hiding long mem-
ory access latencies. In particular, preloading is shown to
achieve better performance than cache prefetching for a set
of benchmarks. In all cases, preloading decreases the bus
tra�c and reduces the miss rate when compared with no
prefetching or cache prefetching. Overall, the preload bu�er
is a promising concept, and deserves further research.
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